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Outline

•  Current status of determination of αs

•  Non-perturbative effects in τ decays and duality violations:  
   quarks versus hadrons

•  Model analysis of standard methods 

•  Suggestion for a new analysis?   



(from Bethke, 2006)

• Q = 1.78 GeV from τ decay

• curve: most precise perturbative
  calculation through αs(Q=MZ)

• confirms QCD prediction

• misses τ point by a little?



Value(s) of αs

world average: αs(MZ) = 0.1189 ± 0.0010                         (Bethke, 2006)

τ decay:            αs(mτ) = 0.344 ± 0.005exp ± 0.007th          (ALEPH, 2008)
                   →  αs(MZ) = 0.1212 ± 0.0011

lattice:               αs(7.5 GeV) = 0.1886 ± 0.0032         (Mason et al., 2005)
(bottonium) →  αs(MZ) = 0.1170 ± 0.0012

These values are 2.6 standard deviations apart.

world average without lattice:    αs(MZ) = 0.1200 ± 0.0014  (Bethke, 2006)
                                             →  lattice is 1.6 σ lower
world average without τ decay: αs(MZ) = 0.1176 ± 0.0018
                                             → τ decay is 1.8 σ higher

mτ = 1.776 GeV  <<  7.5 GeV  →  non-perturbative effects more likely?



τ decays

leptonic:

hadronic:

+

•  use this to determine αs(mτ)     (pW  ~  mτ)
•  see  τ → ντ ρ* → ντ pions,  not τ → ντ jets
           ρ* = ρ(770), ρ(1450), ρ(1700) (and others)
   →  not quite in the perturbative regime!



Γ(τ → ντ hadrons)

∝                                            ∝ 

(optical theorem)

Π(s) = 

s = (pW)2

0 ≤ s ≤ mτ
2   depending on how much momentum ντ carries away



Determine αs by equating

with Im Π(s) from experiment, αs at the tau mass.

But:  worry about the … : usually done through the OPE:

c2 :  proportional to quark mass squared -- very small
c4 :  quark mass times chiral condensate (use PCAC) plus
       gluon condensate, etc.



ALEPH 2008:

Gluon condensate from V:   (αs/π)〈GG〉 =  -0.008(4)  GeV2   

                                              from A:                      =  -0.022(4)  GeV2

(2.5 standard deviations apart)



Relating αs  to τ decay data -- duality violations:

complex s plane
circle has radius mτ

2  

•  positive real axis:  spectral data  (Im Π(s))

•  perturbation theory + OPE valid for large |s| anywhere but there!

•  standard analysis: Π(s)  analytic everywhere except for real s > 0
                                                            (Braaten, Narison and Pich, 1992)
→  Cauchy:



Take  

and approximate (LeDiberder and Pich, 1992)

•  Pkl(s)  suppresses region near s = mτ
2  →  ignore “duality violations”

•  fit αs , c4 , c6 , c8  using this equation for kl = 00, 10, 11, 12, 13,
   ignoring duality violations  (c2 is available from theory)

•  duality violations                probably exponentially suppressed,
   but what is their quantitative effect on the analysis?

then Rkl = 



Study duality violations in simple model (vector channel):

• Π(s) has approximate poles near s  = mn
2 = nΛ2+m0

2 , Γn ~ b mn

• b ~ 1/Nc   hence decay widths are of order 1/Nc and grow with mass

• Π(s) analytic everywhere except for real s > 0

• choose F/Λ such that the parton-model log is reproduced

                                                                (inspired by Shifman & co, 1998)

ρ plus tower of resonances with masses mn
2 = m0

2 + nΛ2

   and decay widths Γρ = bmρ  , Γn   = bmn



(non-strange V spectral function; black: ALPEH data, blue curve: model)

•  Not a great fit, we do not claim to do phenomenology here!

•  Guess spectrum beyond τ mass -- no data

s



Can calculate everything:

OPE:

 OPE valid:

along imaginary axis, but

not close to positive real axis

→  duality violations come from
     integral of Δ(s) over
     quarter circles with radius mτ

2



Looks like κ exp(-γs) sin(α+βs) : use this as simple ansatz for DV?

(Note:  γ ~ 1/Nc )

Im Δ(s)
(duality-violating
 part of Im Π(s))



First: consider “standard fit,” tested on model:

• Ignore duality violating part in moments Rkl , and fit them with

   (c2 small in real world  → c2 = 0 in model: 4-parameter fit)

• standard fit assumes no higher-order terms in the OPE

• result:  λ0 = 1.016,  λ4 = 0.85,  λ6 = 0.65,  λ8 = 0.53
  quite good, but …

• compare λ0 with 1 + αs/π + …

  αs/π ≈ 0.11 →   15% error!?       (claim: ≈ 3%)

  →   duality violations important?   Need c10 term?



Now, try a new fitting procedure:

1) Begin with fitting Im Π(s)  to

2) Then fit moments again, but correct for DV using estimated DV
      Difference: vary  “mτ

2”  between 2 GeV2 and (mτ
2)physical = 3.15 GeV2

         Advantage: can take higher OPE terms into account
      Here: also λ10 , best fits with kl = 00, 10, 11

3) Refit κ, γ, α, β from Im Π(s) ;  fit moments again as in step (2)
      Iterate until λ0, λ4, λ6, λ8, λ10 stable

Result: λ0 = 1.00077, λ4 = 0.96, λ6 = 0.94, λ8 = 0.84, λ10 = 0.59
                  (1.016)           (0.85)        (0.65)       (0.54)

Need λ10  and DV in model
(DV only needed
 above s = 2 GeV2)



Conclusions

•   τ decays give one of the most precise determinations of αs

•   There are indications that non-perturbative effects are not fully
    understood  (gluon condensate part of c4 not consistent between
    vector and axial channels)

•    Possible non-perturbative effects:
    higher orders in the OPE and duality violations
      No systematic theory of duality violations!!

•   So far, duality violations have been assumed to be negligible;
    we studied this in a (reasonable, but far from great) model:
    both c10 and duality violations might be important!
    (Note:  ALEPH used V+A, maybe less sensitive to DV)

•   Is this true in the real world?  Nobody knows!
    But our model suggests a way of testing this -- should try this.


